
GAUGES
4 Inch Display

Engine oil pressure gauge.A
Engine coolant temperature gauge.B
Fuel gauge.C
Transmission fluid temperature gauge.D
Speedometer.E
Information display.F
Tachometer.G
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8 Inch Display

Engine oil pressure gauge.A
Engine coolant temperature gauge.B
Fuel gauge.C
Configurable. Transmission fluid temperature or turbo boost.D
Speedometer.E
Information display.F
Tachometer.G
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Engine Oil Pressure Gauge
Indicates engine oil pressure. At normal
operating temperature, the level indicator
is in the normal range. If the pressure gauge
falls below the normal range, stop your
vehicle, switch off the engine and check
the engine oil level. Add oil if needed. If the
oil level is correct, have your vehicle
checked by an authorized dealer.

Engine Coolant Temperature
Gauge

WARNING: Do not remove the
coolant reservoir cap when the engine is
on or the cooling system is hot. Wait 10
minutes for the cooling system to cool
down. Cover the coolant reservoir cap
with a thick cloth to prevent the
possibility of scalding and slowly remove
the cap. Failure to follow this instruction
could result in personal injury.

Indicates engine coolant temperature. At
normal operating temperature, the level
indicator is in the normal range. If the
engine coolant temperature exceeds the
normal range, stop your vehicle as soon as
possible, switch off the engine and let the
engine cool.

Fuel Gauge
The fuel gauge indicates about how much
fuel is in the fuel tank.
The arrow adjacent to the fuel pump
symbol indicates on which side of your
vehicle the fuel filler door is located.
Note:The fuel gauge may vary slightly
when your vehicle is moving or on a slope.

Low Fuel Reminder
A low fuel level reminder displays and
sounds when the distance to empty
reaches 75 mi (120 km) to empty for
MyKey, and at 50 mi (80 km),25 mi
(40 km),10 mi (20 km) and 0 mi (0 km)
for all vehicle keys.
Note:The low fuel reminder can appear at
different fuel gauge positions depending on
fuel economy conditions. This variation is
normal.

Distance to Empty
Indicates the approximate distance your
vehicle can travel on the fuel remaining in
the tank. Changes in driving pattern can
cause the value to not only decrease but
also increase or stay constant for periods
of time.

Configurable Gauge
Transmission Fluid Temperature Gauge
Indicates transmission fluid temperature.
At normal operating temperature, the level
indicator is in the normal range. If the
transmission fluid temperature exceeds
the normal range, stop your vehicle as soon
as possible and verify the airflow is not
restricted by snow or debris blocking
airflow through the grille.
Special operating conditions such as
snowplowing, towing, or off-road use may
cause higher than normal operating
temperatures.
To lower the transmission temperature
into the normal range, alter the severity of
your driving conditions. Operating the
transmission for extended periods with the
gauge in the higher than normal area may
cause internal transmission damage. If the
gauge continues to show high
temperatures, see an authorized dealer.
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Turbo Boost Gauge
Indicates the amount of manifold air
pressure in the engine.

WARNING LAMPS AND
INDICATORS
The following warning lamps and
indicators alert you to a vehicle condition
that may become serious.  Some lamps
illuminate when you start your vehicle to
make sure they work.  If any lamps remain
on after starting your vehicle, refer to the
respective system warning lamp for further
information.
Note:Some warning indicators appear in
the information display and operate the
same as a warning lamp but do not
illuminate when you start your vehicle.

Adaptive Cruise Control Indicator
(If Equipped)

E144524
It illuminates when you switch
the system on.
It illuminates white when the

system is in standby mode.  It illuminates
green when you set the adaptive cruise
speed.
See Using Adaptive Cruise Control
(page 237).

Airbag Warning Lamp

E67017
If it does not illuminate when you
switch the ignition on, continues
to flash or remains on when the

engine is running, this indicates a
malfunction.  Have your vehicle checked
as soon as possible.

Anti-Lock Brake System Warning
Lamp

If it illuminates when you are
driving, this indicates a
malfunction.  Your vehicle

continues to have normal braking without
the anti-lock brake system function.  Have
your vehicle checked as soon as possible.

Automatic Headlamp High Beam
Indicator (If Equipped)

It illuminates when the system
turns the headlamp high beam
on.

Auto-Start-Stop Indicator

E146361

It illuminates when the engine
has automatically stopped.  It
flashes to inform you when the
engine needs to restart.  The
indicator is shown with a
strikethrough if the system is not

available.
See Auto-Start-Stop (page 179).

Battery
If it illuminates when driving, it
indicates a malfunction. Switch
off all unnecessary electrical

equipment and have the system checked
by an authorized dealer immediately.

Blind Spot Information System
Indicator (If Equipped)

E151262
It illuminates when you switch
the system off.
See Blind Spot Information

System (page 249).
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Brake System Warning Lamp

WARNING: Driving your vehicle
with the warning lamp on is dangerous.
A significant decrease in braking
performance may occur. It may take you
longer to stop your vehicle. Have your
vehicle checked as soon as possible.
Driving extended distances with the
parking brake engaged can cause brake
failure and the risk of personal injury.

E138644
It illuminates when you engage
the parking brake and the
ignition is on.

If it illuminates when your vehicle is
moving, make sure the parking brake is
disengaged.  If the parking brake is
disengaged, this indicates low brake fluid
level or a brake system fault.  Have your
vehicle checked as soon as possible.

Cruise Control Indicator (If Equipped)

E71340
It illuminates when you switch
the system on.
See What Is Cruise Control

(page 236).

Direction Indicator
Illuminates when you switch on
the left or right direction
indicator or the hazard flashers.

Flashes during operation.  An increase in
the rate of flashing warns of a failed
indicator bulb.

Door Ajar Warning Lamp
Displays when the ignition is on
and any door is not completely
closed.

Electric Park Brake

E146190
Illuminates or flashes when the
electric parking brake has a
malfunction. See Electric

Parking Brake (page 210).

Electronic Limited Slip Differential
(If Equipped)

E163170
Illuminated when using the
locking function of the electronic
limited slip differential.

Engine Coolant Temperature
Warning Lamp

If it illuminates when your vehicle
is moving, this indicates that the
engine is overheating.  Stop your

vehicle as soon as it is safe to do so and
switch the engine off.  Have your vehicle
checked as soon as possible.

Fasten Seatbelt Warning Lamp

E71880
It illuminates and a chime
sounds until you fasten the
seatbelts.

Four-Wheel Drive Indicators (If
Equipped)

Note:Some indicators will appear different
depending on vehicle options.

E181778
Illuminates momentarily when
you select two-wheel drive high.

E181781
Illuminates when the automatic
four-wheel drive system is
engaged.

E181780
Illuminates when four-wheel
drive low is engaged.

E181779
Illuminates when four-wheel
drive high is engaged.
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Front Fog Lamp Indicator
It illuminates when you switch
the front fog lamps on.

Headlamp High Beam Indicator
It illuminates when you switch
the headlamp high beam on.

Hill Descent (If Equipped)
Illuminates when hill descent is
switched on.

Hood Ajar

E246598
Displays when the ignition is on
and the hood is not completely
closed.

Liftgate Ajar Warning Lamp

E162453
It illuminates when you switch
the ignition on and remains on if
the liftgate is open.

Low Fuel Level Warning Lamp
If it illuminates when you are
driving, refuel as soon as
possible.

Low Tire Pressure Warning Lamp
Illuminates when your tire
pressure is low. If the lamp
remains on with the engine

running or when driving, check your tire
pressure as soon as possible.
It also illuminates momentarily when you
switch the ignition on to confirm the lamp
is functional. If it does not illuminate when
you switch the ignition on, or begins to
flash at any time, have the system checked
by your authorized dealer.

Oil Pressure Warning Lamp
It illuminates when you switch
the ignition on.
If it illuminates when the engine

is running this indicates a malfunction.
Stop your vehicle as soon as it is safe to
do so and switch the engine off.  Check the
engine oil level.  If the oil level is sufficient,
this indicates a system malfunction.  Have
your vehicle checked as soon as possible.
See Engine Oil Check (page 327).

Powertrain Malfunction/Reduced
Power/Electronic Throttle Control

Illuminates when a powertrain
or a 4WD fault has been
detected.  Have your vehicle

checked as soon as possible.

Service Engine Soon
If it illuminates when the engine
is running this indicates a
malfunction.  The On Board

Diagnostics system has detected a
malfunction of the vehicle emission control
system.

Increased exhaust gas temperatures could
damage the catalytic converter or other
vehicle components. Drive in a moderate
fashion (avoid heavy acceleration and
deceleration) and have your vehicle
immediately serviced. If it flashes, engine
misfire may be occurring.
It illuminates when you switch the ignition
on prior to engine start to check the bulb
and to indicate whether your vehicle is
ready for Inspection and Maintenance
(I/M) testing.
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Normally, it illuminates until the engine is
cranked and automatically turns off if no
malfunctions are present. However, if after
15 seconds it flashes eight times, this
indicates that your vehicle is not ready for
Inspection and Maintenance (I/M) testing.
See Catalytic Converter (page 190).

Stability Control and Traction
Control Indicator

E138639
Flashes during operation.
If it does not illuminate when you
switch the ignition on, or remains

on when the engine is running, this
indicates a malfunction.  Have your vehicle
checked as soon as possible.
Note:The system automatically turns off
if there is a malfunction.
See Using Stability Control (page 215).

Stability Control and Traction
Control Off Warning Lamp

E130458
It illuminates when you switch
the system off.

Tow Haul Indicator

E246592
Illuminates when the tow/haul
feature has been activated. If the
light flashes steadily, have the

system serviced immediately, damage to
the transmission could occur.

AUDIBLE WARNINGS AND
INDICATORS
Key in Ignition Warning Tone
Sounds when you leave the key in the
ignition and the driver door open.

Keyless Warning Alert
Sounds the horn twice when you exit your
vehicle with the intelligent access key and
the keyless vehicle is in RUN, indicating the
vehicle is still on.

Headlamps On Warning Tone
Sounds when the headlamps or parking
lamps are on, the ignition is off (the key is
not in the ignition) and the driver door is
open.

Parking Brake On Warning Tone
Sounds when you have left the parking
brake on and drive your vehicle. If the
warning chime remains on after you have
released the parking brake, have the
system checked by an authorized dealer
immediately.

Direction Indicator Tone
Sounds when you leave the direction
indicator on when driving the vehicle more
than 1.5 mph (2.4 km/h).
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GENERAL INFORMATION

WARNING: Driving while distracted
can result in loss of vehicle control, crash
and injury. We strongly recommend that
you use extreme caution when using any
device that may take your focus off the
road. Your primary responsibility is the
safe operation of your vehicle. We
recommend against the use of any
hand-held device while driving and
encourage the use of voice-operated
systems when possible. Make sure you
are aware of all applicable local laws
that may affect the use of electronic
devices while driving.

You can control various systems on your
vehicle using the information display
controls on the steering wheel.
Corresponding information appears in the
information display.
Note:Some menu items could appear
slightly different or not at all if the features
are optional.

Note:Trailer options are not available if
your vehicle speed is greater than 3 mph
(5 km/h).
Note:Some MyKey menu options only
appear if MyKey is enabled and you
programmed at least one MyKey.

E204495
This icon gives you the ability to
switch a feature on or off. A
check in the box indicates the

feature is on, and unchecked indicates the
feature is off.

Information Display Controls (4
Inch Display)
• Press the up or down arrow buttons to
scroll through the list.

• Press the right arrow button to enter a
sub-menu.

• Press the left arrow button to exit a
menu.

• Press the OK button to choose and
confirm a setting or messages.

4 Inch Display

Main Menu

Display Mode

Trip/Fuel

Towing

Off Road

Settings
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Display Mode

Distance to Empty

Tire Pressure

Digital Speedometer

Engine Information

Transmission Temp.

• Distance to Empty - Shows the approximate distance your vehicle can travel before
running out of fuel.

• Tire Pressure - Shows the tire pressure in your specified unit.
• Digital Speedometer - Shows a digital display of your vehicle speed.
• Engine Information - Shows engine hours, engine idle hours and oil temperature.
• Transmission Temp. - Shows the transmission temperature value.

Trip/Fuel

Trip 1

Trip 2

Fuel Economy

Fuel History

Enter the submenu and select your settingCompass
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Trip/Fuel

Average Speed

Auto StartStop
Trip 1 or 2
• Shows the time, distance traveled and average fuel economy of an individual journey.
Also shows the distance to empty.

Fuel
• Fuel Economy - Shows your instantaneous fuel usage as a bar graph, average fuel
economy and distance to empty.

• Fuel History - Shows your fuel usage based on time. The system updates the graph
each minute with the fuel economy that you achieved during 30 minutes of driving.
Also shows the distance to empty.

Auto StartStop
• Shows the Auto StartStop status.
Note:Press and hold OK to reset values.

Note:Once you select a trailer, it remains active until you set it as no longer active. An active
trailer still accumulates miles even after you physically disconnect it from your vehicle.

Towing

Trailer StatusTrailer Status

Trailer Light Check

Trailer Sway ControlTrailer
Options

Enter the submenu and select your
setting

Select Trailer

Change Trailer Settings

Add Trailer

Connection Checklist
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Off Road

Off Road Status

Power Distribution

Off Road Status - Displays pitch, steering angle and roll.
Power Distribution - Displays a graphic of the power distribution between the front and
rear wheels.

Settings

Blind Spot

Cross Traffic Alert

Rear Park Aid

Trailer Blind Spot

Auto Engine OffVehicleAdvanced
Settings

Easy Entry/Exit

Lighting

Locks

Mirrors

Neutral Tow

Oil Life Reset

Power Liftgate

Remote Start

Windows

Wiper Controls

Enter the submenu and select
your setting

MyKey

UnitsDisplay Setup
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Settings

Temperature

Tire Pressure

Language

Information Display Controls (8
Inch Display) (If Equipped)

E219639

• Press the up or down arrow buttons to
scroll through the list.

• Press the right arrow button to enter a
sub-menu.

• Press the left arrow button to exit a
menu.

• Press the OK button to choose and
confirm a setting or messages.

8 Inch Display

Main Menu

MyView

Trip/Fuel

Vehicle Info
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Main Menu

Towing

Off Road

Settings

MyView

Trip 1

Fuel Economy

Tire Pressure

Off Road Status

Enter the submenu for Trip,
Fuel, Tire pressure, and Off
Road selections

Add/Remove ScreensConfigure
MyView

Enter the submenu and
select your setting

Reorder Screens

• Trip 1 - Shows your trip timer, fuel used, trip odometer and average fuel economy.
• Fuel Economy - Shows your instantaneous fuel usage and average fuel economy.
• Tire Pressure - Shows your car outline with tire pressure values.
• Off Road Status - Shows your pitch and roll screen.

Trip/Fuel

Enter the submenu for items such as trip timer,
distance to empty, odometer and avg fuel
economy

Trip 1

Enter the submenu for items such as trip timer,
distance to empty, odometer and avg fuel
economy

Trip 2

Enter the submenu and select your settingFuel Economy

Fuel History

Average Speed

Navigation/Compass
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Trip/Fuel

Compass

Auto StartStop
Trip 1 or 2
• Trip Timer - Registers the time of individual journeys.
• DTE - Shows the approximate distance your vehicle can travel before running out of
fuel.

• Odo - Registers the distance of individual journeys.
• Avg - Shows the average fuel economy for a given trip.
Fuel
• Fuel Economy - Shows your instantaneous fuel usage as a bar graph and average
fuel economy.

• Fuel History - Shows your fuel usage based on time. The system updates the graph
each minute with the fuel economy that you achieved during 30 minutes of driving.

Navigation/Compass
• Navigation - Shows navigation turn by turn (Compass displayed when a route in
Navigation is not set).

Auto StartStop
• Shows the Auto StartStop status.

Vehicle Info

Gauge View

Tire Pressure

Digital Speedometer

Engine Information
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Vehicle Info

Transmission Temp

Seatbelts

• Gauge View - Allows you to select between either Turbo Boost or Transmission
Temp gauge.

• Tire Pressure - Shows the tire pressure. See Tire Pressure Monitoring System
(page 368).

• Digital Speedometer - Shows a digital display of your vehicle speed.
• Engine Information - Shows engine hours, engine idle hours and oil temperature.
• Transmission Temp - Shows the transmission temperature value.
• Seatbelts - Shows the seatbelt buckle status.

Note:Once you select a trailer, it remains active until you set it as no longer active. An active
trailer still accumulates miles even after you physically disconnect it from your vehicle.

Towing

% Grade, steering angle, gain and output displayTowing
Status

Trailer Name, Accumulated Distance, Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ Status,
Trailer BLIS Status and Trailer Blind Spot

Trailer
Informa-
tion

Provides status of the brake, park and direction indicator light for the active
trailer.

Trailer
Light
Check

Trailer Sway ControlTrailer
Setup

Enter the submenu and select your
setting

Select trailer

Change Trailer Settings

Add Trailer

Connection Checklist
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Off Road

Off Road Status

Power Distribution

Off Road Status - Displays pitch, steering angle and roll.
Power Distribution - Displays a graphic of the power distribution between the front and
rear wheels.

Settings

Blind Spot

Cross Traffic Alert

Driver Alert

Rear Park Aid

Trailer Blind Spot

Enter the submenu for items such as alert sensitivity, distance indication
and active braking

Pre-Collision

Enter the submenu and select your settingCruise
Control

Enter the submenu for items such as system modes and alert intensityLane
Keeping
System

Auto Engine OffVehicleAdvanced
Settings

Easy Entry/Exit

Lighting

Locks

Mirrors

Neutral Tow

Oil Life Reset

Alarm

Power Liftgate

Power Running Boards
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Settings

Remote Start

Windows

Wiper Controls

Enter the submenu and select
your setting

MyKey

UnitsDisplay Setup

Temperature

Tire Pressure

Language

INFORMATION MESSAGES
Note: Depending on your vehicle options
and instrument cluster type, not all of the
messages will display or be available.  The
information display may abbreviate or
shorten certain messages.

E184451
Press the OK button to acknowledge and
remove some messages from the
information display. The information
display will automatically remove other
messages after a short time.
You need to confirm certain messages
before you can access the menus.

Active Park

ActionMessage

The system requires service due to a malfunction. Have the
system checked by an authorized dealer.

Active Park Fault
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Adaptive Cruise Control

ActionMessage

A radar malfunction is preventing the adaptive cruise control
from engaging. See Using Adaptive Cruise Control (page

237).

Adaptive Cruise
Malfunction

A condition exists such that the adaptive cruise cannot func-
tion properly. See Using Adaptive Cruise Control (page

237).

Adaptive Cruise Not
Available

You have a blocked sensor due to bad weather, ice, mud or
water in front of the radar sensor. You can typically clean the
sensor to resolve. See Using Adaptive Cruise Control (page

237).

Adaptive Cruise Not
Available Sensor
Blocked See Manual

The system has disabled the automatic braking.Normal Cruise Active
Adaptive Braking Off

A radar malfunction is preventing the adaptive cruise control
from engaging.

Front Sensor Not Aligned

The adaptive cruise has reinstated controls to the driver.Adaptive Cruise - Driver
Resume Control

Your vehicle speed is too slow to activate the adaptive cruise.Adaptive Cruise Speed
Too Low to Activate

The adaptive cruise is automatically adjusting the gap
distance and you need to shift the transmission into a lower

gear.

Adaptive Cruise Shift
Down

AdvanceTrac and Traction Control

ActionMessage

The system detects a condition that requires service. Contact
an authorized dealer as soon as possible.

Service AdvanceTrac

The status of the AdvanceTrac system after you switched it
off.

AdvanceTrac Off

The status of the AdvanceTrac system after you switched it
on.

AdvanceTrac On
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ActionMessage

The status of the AdvanceTrac sport mode after you switched
it on.

AdvanceTrac SPORT
MODE

The status of the traction control system after you switched
it off. See Using Traction Control (page 213).

Traction Control Off

The status of the traction control system after you switched
it on. See Using Traction Control (page 213).

Traction Control On

Airbag

ActionMessage

Displays when the system detects a malfunction due to a
blocked sensor.

Occupant Sensor
BLOCKED Remove

Objects Near Passenger
Seat

Alarm and Security

ActionMessage

Alarm triggered due to unauthorized entry. See Anti-Theft
Alarm (page 83).

Vehicle Alarm To Stop
Alarm, Start Vehicle.

Automatic Engine Shutdown

ActionMessage

The engine is getting ready to shut off.Engine Shuts Off In
{seconds to shut off:#0}

Seconds

The engine has shut off to help increase fuel economy.Engine Shut Off For Fuel
Economy

The engine is getting ready to shut off. You can press OK on
the left steering wheel button to override the shut down.

Engine Shuts Off in
{seconds to shut off:#0}
Seconds Press Ok to

Override
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Battery and Charging System

ActionMessage

The charging system needs servicing. If the warning stays on
or continues to come on, contact an authorized dealer as soon

as possible.

Check Charging System

The battery management system detects an extended low-
voltage condition. Your vehicle will disable various features
to help preserve the battery. Turn off as many of the electrical
loads as soon as possible to improve system voltage. If the
system voltage has recovered, the disabled features will

operate again as normal.

Low Battery Features
Temporarily Turned Off

The battery management system determines that the battery
is at a low state of charge. Turn your ignition off as soon as
possible to protect the battery. This message will clear once
you restart your vehicle and the battery state of charge has
recovered. Turning off unnecessary electrical loads will allow

faster battery state-of-charge recovery.

Turn Power Off To Save
Battery

Blind Spot Information and Cross Traffic Alert System

ActionMessage

A fault with the system has occurred. Contact an authorized
dealer as soon as possible.

Blindspot System Fault

The system sensors are blocked. See Blind Spot Informa-
tion System (page 249).

Blindspot Not Available
Sensor Blocked See

Manual

The system detects a vehicle. See Blind Spot Information
System (page 249).

Vehicle Coming From X

The blind spot information system and cross traffic alert
system sensors are blocked. See Blind Spot Information

System (page 249).

Cross Traffic Not Avail-
able Sensor Blocked See

Manual

A fault with the system has occurred. Contact an authorized
dealer as soon as possible.

Cross Traffic System
Fault
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ActionMessage

The system automatically turns off and displays this message
when you connect a trailer to the vehicle that does not have
a trailer blind spot system or when you switch the trailer blind
spot system off through the information display. See Blind

Spot Information System (page 249).

Cross Traffic Alert Deac-
tivated Trailer Attached

The system automatically turns off and displays this message
when you connect a trailer to the vehicle that does not have
a trailer blind spot system or when you switch the trailer blind
spot system off through the information display. See Blind

Spot Information System (page 249).

Blind Spot Alert Deactiv-
ated Trailer Attached

Displays when the trailer connected is a fifth wheel or goose-
neck, or when the trailer width is wider than 10 ft (2.7 m) or

longer than 33 ft (10 m).

Trailer Blind Spot Not
available Due to Invalid

Trailer

Doors and Locks

ActionMessage

The door(s) listed is not completely closed.X Door Ajar

Driver Alert

ActionMessage

Stop and rest as soon as it is safe to do so.Driver Alert Warning Rest
Now

Take a rest soon.Driver Alert Warning Rest
Suggested
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Drivetrain

ActionMessage

Displays if the electronic limited slip differential system
encounters a hardware failure.  Have your vehicle checked

as soon as possible.

Check Electronic Limited
Slip Differential

Displays if an electronic limited slip differential system fault
is present.  Have your vehicle checked as soon as possible.

Electronic Limited Slip
Differential Off See
Owner's Manual

Displays when the electronic limited slip differential system
resumes normal function.

Electronic Limited Slip
Differential Restored to

Normal

Displays if the electronic limited slip differential system
temporarily turns off due to overheating or an undersized
spare tire. If an undersized spare tire is installed, replace the
spare tire with a full-sized tire as soon as possible. If not, stop
the vehicle in a safe location and allow the system to cool.

Electronic Limited Slip
Differential Temporarily

Disabled

Displays if the electronic limited slip differential has limited
functionality.  This could be due to an undersized spare tire
or caused by the system overheating.  If an undersized spare
tire is installed, replace the spare tire with a full-sized tire as
soon as possible.  If an undersized spare tire is not installed,
the vehicle has reduced functionality.  Have your vehicle

checked as soon as possible.

Electronic Limited Slip
Differential Reduced

Torque

Displays when you select a drive mode that does not allow
the electronic limited slip differential to turn on. This may
also display when the electronic limited slip differential has
a fault and the vehicle requests the locking feature.

Electronic Limited Slip
Differential Locking
Feature Not Available

The transfer case is in the neutral position. This message
indicates that your vehicle is safe to be towed with all four

wheels on the ground.

Neutral Tow Enabled
Leave Transmission in

Neutral

The transfer case is NOT in the neutral position. This message
indicates that your vehicle is NOT safe to be towed with all

four wheels on the ground.

Neutral Tow Disabled
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Engine

ActionMessage

The engine has reduced power to help reduce high
engine temperature.

Power Reduced to Lower Engine
Temp

Four-Wheel Drive

ActionMessage

A 4X4 system fault is present. Contact an authorized
dealer as soon as possible.

Check 4x4

The 4X4 system is making a shift.4x4 Shift in Progress

Displays when you attempt to switch to 4X4 LOW and
you do not shift the transmission to neutral (N).

For 4x4 LOW Shift to N

Displays when you attempt to switch to 4X4 LOW and
your vehicle's speed is greater than 3 mph (5 km/h).

For 4x4 LOW Slow to 3 MPH

Displays when you attempt to switch from 4X4 LOW
and you do not shift the transmission to neutral (N).

To Exit 4x4 LOW Shift to N

Displays when you attempt to switch from 4X4 LOW
and your vehicle's speed is greater than 3 mph

(5 km/h).

To Exit 4x4 LOW Slow to 3 MPH

May display when there is a transfer case gear tooth
blockage while shifting to or from 4L or to the neutral

state.

Shift Delayed Pull Forward

Displays when the system turns off the clutch due to
excessive stress. The system automatically turns on

the clutch after it cools.

4x4 Temporarily Disabled

Displays when the 4X4 system has been restored to
its original setting.

4x4 Restored

Displays when the 4X4 system temporarily turns on
4H from 4A after detecting driving conditions that
require greater 4X4 performance. The system automat-
ically returns to 4A after the system no longer detects

these driving conditions.

4x4 Temporarily Locked
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Fuel

ActionMessage

An early reminder of a low fuel condition.Fuel Level Low

The fuel fill inlet may not be properly closed.Check Fuel Fill Inlet

Keys and Intelligent Access

ActionMessage

A reminder to press the brake while starting the vehicle.To START Press Brake

The system does not detect a key in your vehicle. See Keyless
Starting (page 173).

No Key Detected

You pressed the StartStop button to switch off the engine
and your vehicle does not detect your intelligent access key

inside your vehicle.

Restart Now or Key is
Needed

Your vehicle is in the run ignition state.Full Accessory Power
Active

There is a problem with your vehicle’s starting system. See
an authorized dealer for service.

Starting System Fault

You have successfully programmed an intelligent access key
to the system.

Key Program Successful

You have failed to program an intelligent access key to the
system.

Key Program Failure

You have programmed the maximum number of keys to the
system.

Max Number of Keys
Learned

You have not programmed enough keys to the system.Not Enough Keys
Learned

Informs you that you are exiting your vehicle and the engine
is on.

Engine ON
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Lane Keeping System

ActionMessage

The system has malfunctioned. Contact an authorized dealer
as soon as possible.

Lane Keeping Sys.
Malfunction Service

Required

The system has detected a condition that has caused the
system to be temporarily unavailable.

Front Camera Tempor-
arily Not Available

The system has detected a condition that requires you to
clean the windshield in order for it to operate properly.

Front Camera Low Visib-
ility Clean Screen

The system has malfunctioned. Contact an authorized dealer
as soon as possible.

Front Camera Malfunc-
tion Service Required

The system requests you to keep your hands on the steering
wheel.

Keep Hands on Steering
Wheel

Maintenance

ActionMessage

Stop your vehicle as soon as safely possible and turn off the
engine. Check the oil level. If the warning stays on or continues
to come on with your engine running, contact an authorized

dealer as soon as possible.

Low Engine Oil Pressure

The engine oil life remaining is 10% or less.Change Engine Oil Soon

The oil life left is at 0%.Oil Change Required

The brake fluid level is low, inspected the brake system
immediately. See Brake Fluid Check (page 334).

Brake Fluid Level Low

The brake system needs servicing.  Stop your vehicle in a safe
place.  Contact an authorized dealer.

Check Brake System

Your vehicle is still in Transport or Factory mode. This may
not allow some features to operate properly. See an author-

ized dealer.

Transport / Factory
Mode Contact Dealer

The powertrain needs service due to a powertrain malfunction.See Manual
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MyKey

ActionMessage

You did not program a MyKey.MyKey not Created

MyKey is active.MyKey Active Drive
Safely

When switching on your vehicle and MyKey is in use, displays
that the MyKey speed limit is on.

Speed Limited to XX
MPH/km/h

MyKey is in use and the MyKey speed limit is on and the vehicle
speed is approaching 81 mph (130 km/h).

Near Vehicle Top Speed

You have reached the speed limit set for your MyKey.Vehicle at Top Speed of
MyKey Setting

You have an active MyKey with a programmed set speed limit.Check Speed Drive
Safely

Belt-Minder turns on with a MyKey in use.Buckle Up to Unmute
Audio

With a MyKey in use, AdvanceTrac turns on.AdvanceTrac On -
MyKey Setting

With a MyKey in use, traction control turns on.Traction Control On -
MyKey Setting

With a MyKey in use, park aid is always on.MyKey Park Aid Cannot
be Deactivated

With a MyKey in use, lane keeping alert turns on.Lane Keeping Alert On
MyKey Setting

Off Road

ActionMessage

Hill descent control mode is active.Hill Descent Control Active

Hill descent control mode is inactive.Hill Descent Control OFF

Your vehicle speed requirement for off-road mode
entry has not been met.

For Hill Descent Reduce Speed
XX MPH/km/h or Less

You need to select a transmission gear for hill descent
mode.

For Hill Descent Select Gear
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ActionMessage

Hill descent control mode is deactivated and you must
resume control.

Hill Descent Driver Resume
Control

A hill descent system fault is present.Hill Descent Control Fault

The hill descent system is cooling due to overuse.Hill Descent Control Off System
Cooling

The hill descent control system is ready.Hill Descent Control Ready

Park Aid

ActionMessage

The system has detected a condition that requires service.
Contact an authorized dealer. See Front Parking Aid (page

220).

Check Front Park Aid

The system has detected a condition that requires service.
Contact an authorized dealer. See Rear Parking Aid (page

219).

Check Rear Park Aid

Displays the park aid status.Front Park Aid On Off

Displays the park aid status.Rear Park Aid On Off

Displays if the front park aid sensor is blocked.Front Park Aid Not Avail-
able Sensor Blocked See

Manual

Displays if the rear park aid sensor is blocked.Rear Park Aid Not Avail-
able Sensor Blocked See

Manual

Displays if the park aid sensor is blocked.Park Aid Not Available
Sensor Blocked See

Manual
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Park Brake

ActionMessage

The electric parking brake is set and a manual release is
attempted without the brake pedal being pressed.

To Release: Press Brake
and Switch

The electric park brake is set and an automatic release is
attempted but cannot be performed. Perform a manual

release.

Park Brake Use Switch
to Release

The electric park brake is set and your vehicle speed exceeds
3 mph (5 km/h). Release park brake before continued driving.

Release Park Brake

The electric park brake is not fully applied.Park Brake Not Applied

The electric park brake is not fully released.Park Brake Not Released

The electric park brake system has been put into a special
mode that is used to allow service of the rear brakes. Contact

an authorized dealer.

Park Brake Maintenance
Mode

The electric park brake system has detected a condition that
requires service. Some functionality may still be available.

Contact an authorized dealer.

Park Brake Limited
Function Service
Required

The electric park brake system has detected a condition that
requires service. Contact an authorized dealer.

Park Brake Malfunction
Service Now

Power Steering

ActionMessage

The power steering system has detected a condition that
requires service. See an authorized dealer.

Steering Fault Service
Now

The power steering system is not working.  Stop your vehicle
in a safe place.  Contact an authorized dealer.

Steering Loss Stop
Safely

The power steering system has detected a condition within
the power steering system or passive entry or passive start
system requires service. Contact an authorized dealer.

Steering Assist Fault
Service Required

The steering lock system has detected a condition that
requires service. See an authorized dealer.

Steering Lock Malfunc-
tion Service Now
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Pre-Collision Assist

ActionMessage

You have a blocked sensor due to bad
weather, ice, mud or water in front of the
radar sensor. You can typically clean the

sensor to resolve.

Pre-Collision Assist Not Available Sensor
Blocked

A fault with the system has occurred.
Contact an authorized dealer as soon as

possible.

Pre-Collision Assist Not Available

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™

ActionMessage

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ can only be activated when
the vehicle is stopped.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ Not
Active Stop Vehicle to Activate

Camera System is locating the sticker. Wait until the
sticker is found before attempting to use Pro Trailer

Backup Assist.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
Locating Sticker Please wait...

Press Knob to Exit

Stop Now. Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ has reached
max trailer angle.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ Stop
now Maximum trailer angle

Press Knob to Exit

Stop Now. Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ is no longer
controlling steering.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ Stop
Now Take Control of Steering

Wheel

Slow vehicle speed. Vehicle is approaching the exit
speed for the Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ feature.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
Reduce Speed Turn Knob to
Steer Press Knob to Exit

Conditions for Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ operation
are not met. See Trailer Reversing Aids (page 276).

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
System is Not Available

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ cannot operate with hands
on wheel. Remove hands to activate.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
Remove Hands from Steering
Wheel to Activate Press Knob

to Exit

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ knob has been pushed to
deactivate the system.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
Cancelled by Driver Take
Control of Steering Wheel
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ActionMessage

Pro Trailer Backup Assist operation is only available in
reverse gear. Shift gear selector into reverse to activate.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ Shift
to Reverse to Activate. Press

Knob to Exit

Camera system cannot locate sticker. Shift to park.Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
Sticker Not Found Shift to Park

Press Knob to Exit

Camera system cannot locate sticker. See Trailer
Reversing Aids (page 276).

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
Sticker Not Found Refer to

Owner's Manual. Press Knob to
Exit

Drive between 4–24 mph (6–39 km/h) straight
forward to calibrate Pro Trailer Backup Assist™.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
Drive Straight Forward to Calib-
rate. Press Knob to Exit

The system has completed calibration. Stop the
vehicle to use Pro Trailer Backup Assist™ feature.

Pro Trailer Backup Assist™
Calibration Complete Stop

Vehicle

Remote Start

ActionMessage

A reminder to apply the brake and push the gearshift button
to drive your vehicle after a remote start.

To Drive: Press Brake
and Gear Shift Button

Seats

ActionMessage

A reminder that memory seats are not available while driving.Memory Recall Not
Permitted While Driving

Shows where you have saved your memory setting.Memory {0} Saved
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Starting System

ActionMessage

A reminder to apply the brake when starting your vehicle .To START Press Brake

The starter has exceeded its cranking time in attempting to
start your vehicle.

Cranking Time Exceeded

The starter is attempting to start your vehicle.Engine Start Pending
Please Wait

The system has cancelled the pending start.Pending Start Cancelled

Tire Pressure Monitoring System

ActionMessage

One or more tires on your vehicle has low tire pressure. See
Tire Pressure Monitoring System (page 368).

Tire Pressure Low

The tire pressure monitoring system is malfunctioning. If the
warning stays on or continues to come on, contact an

authorized dealer. See Tire Pressure Monitoring System
(page 368).

Tire Pressure Monitor
Fault

A tire pressure sensor is malfunctioning or your spare tire is in
use. See Tire Pressure Monitoring System (page 368). If
the warning stays on or continues to come on, contact an

authorized dealer as soon as possible.

Tire Pressure Sensor
Fault

Trailer

ActionMessage

The current gain setting for the trailer brake.Trailer Brake Gain: {trailer gain
value:#0.0}

The current gain setting for the trailer brake when a
trailer is not connected.

Trailer Brake Gain: {trailer gain
value:#0.0} No Trailer

Faults sensed in the Integrated Trailer Brake Control
Module followed by a single chime. See Towing a

Trailer (page 275).

Trailer Brake Module Fault

A correct trailer connection is sensed during a given
ignition cycle.

Trailer Connected
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ActionMessage

A trailer connection becomes disconnected, either
intentionally or unintentionally, and has been sensed

during a given ignition cycle.

Trailer Disconnected

The trailer sway control has detected trailer sway.Trailer Sway Reduce Speed

There are certain faults in your vehicle wiring and trailer
wiring/brake system. See Towing a Trailer (page 275).

Trailer Wiring Fault

There is a fault with your trailer turn lamp. Check your
lamp.

Trailer Left Turn Lamps Fault
Check Lamps

There is a fault with your trailer turn lamp. Check your
lamp.

Trailer Right Turn Lamps Fault
Check Lamps

There is a fault with your trailer battery. See Towing
a Trailer (page 275).

Trailer Battery Not Charging See
Manual

There is a fault with your vehicle trailer lighting module.
See Towing a Trailer (page 275).

Trailer Lighting Module Fault
See Manual

One or more tires on your trailer is below the specified
tire pressure.

Trailer Tire Low Specified:

A trailer tire pressure sensor is malfunctioning. If the
warning stays on or continues to come on, contact an

authorized dealer as soon as possible.

Trailer Tire Pressure Sensor
Fault

The trailer tire pressure monitoring system is
malfunctioning. If the warning stays on or continues

to come on, contact an authorized dealer.

Trailer Tire Pressure Monitor
Fault

The system cannot detect the trailer tire pressure
monitoring system.

Trailer Tire Pressure Monitor
Capability Not Detected

The trailer tire pressure monitoring system is not setup.
See General Information (page 114).

Trailer Tire Pressure Indication
Not Setup See Manual

Transmission

ActionMessage

A reminder to shift into park.Transmission Not in Park
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MANUAL CLIMATE CONTROL
(IF EQUIPPED)

E293089
Note:Depending on your vehicle option
package, the controls may look different
from what you see here.

Directing the Airflow
Press and release the button to
direct airflow to the windshield
air vents and de-mister.

E244097 Press and release the button todirect airflow to the instrument
panel air vents.

Press and release the button to
direct airflow to the footwell air
vents.

You can direct air through any combination
of these air vents.

Setting the Blower Motor Speed

E265389
Turn the control to adjust the volume of
air circulated in the vehicle.

Setting the Temperature

E265862
Turn the control to set the temperature.

Switching the Air Conditioning On
and Off

Press and release the button.
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Use air conditioning with recirculated air
to improve cooling performance and
efficiency.
Note:In certain conditions (for example,
maximum defrost) the air conditioning
compressor may continue to operate even
though you switch off the air conditioning.

Switching the Climate Control On
and Off

Press and release the button.

Switching Maximum Air
Conditioning On and Off

Turn the temperature control
counterclockwise to the lowest
setting for maximum cooling.

Recirculated air flows through the
instrument panel air vents, air conditioning
turns on and the blower motor adjusts to
the highest speed.

Switching Maximum Defrost On
and Off

Turn the temperature control
clockwise to the highest setting
for maximum defrosting.

Air flows through the windshield air vents,
and the blower motor adjusts to the
highest speed.
Note:Depending on your region, air
conditioning turns on.
You can also use this setting to defog and
clear the windshield of a thin covering of
ice.
Note:To prevent window fogging, you
cannot select recirculated air when
maximum defrost is on.
Note:The heated rear window also turns
on when you select maximum defrost.

Switching Recirculated Air On and
Off

Press and release the button to
switch between outside air and
recirculated air.

The air currently in the passenger
compartment recirculates. This may
reduce the time needed to cool the interior,
when used with A/C, and reduce unwanted
odors from entering your vehicle.
Note:Recirculated air may turn off, or
prevent you from switching on, in all air flow
modes except MAX A/C to reduce the risk
of fogging. Recirculation may also turn on
and off in various air distribution control
combinations during hot weather to improve
cooling efficiency.

Locking the Rear Climate Control

E266664
Press and release the button.

When illuminated, you can only operate
the rear passenger settings through the
front controls.

Setting the Rear Blower Motor
Speed

Press and release + or - to adjust
the volume of air circulated in
the rear passenger

compartment.

Setting the Rear Temperature

E265400
Press and release + or - to set
the temperature in the rear
passenger compartment.

Switching the Rear Climate
Control On and Off

Press and release the button.
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AUTOMATIC CLIMATE
CONTROL (IF EQUIPPED)

E293315

Note:Depending on your vehicle option
package, the controls could look different
from what you see here.
Note: The touchscreen system controls
some of the climate features.

Accessing Rear Climate Controls

E270447
Press and release the button to
access additional controls for
the rear climate system. See

Climate Control (page 139).

Directing the Airflow
Press and release the button to
direct airflow to the windshield
air vents and de-mister.

E244097 Press and release the button todirect airflow to the instrument
panel air vents.

Press and release the button to
direct airflow to the footwell air
vents.

You can direct air through any combination
of these air vents.

Setting the Blower Motor Speed
Press and release + or - to adjust
the volume of air circulated in
the vehicle.

Setting the Temperature

E265862
Turn the control on the left-hand side of
the climate control to set the left-hand
temperature.
Note:This control also sets the right-hand
side temperature when you switch off dual
zone mode.
Turn the control on the right-hand side of
the climate control to set the right-hand
temperature.

Switching Auto Mode On and Off
Press and release the button to
switch on automatic operation.
Repeatedly press the button to

adjust auto mode.

The system adjusts the blower motor
speed, air distribution, air conditioning
operation, and outside or recirculated air
to reach and maintain the temperature you
have set.
Note:The system starts at the previous
setting when you switch on AUTO mode.
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Auto Mode Indicator Status

DescriptionAuto Mode Indicator
Status

One indicator illumin-
ated.

• The blower motor speed is reduced.
• Use this setting to minimize the amount of noise from
the blower motor.

• This setting increases the time taken to cool the
interior.

Two indicators illumin-
ated.

• The blower motor speed is moderate.

Three indicators illumin-
ated.

• The blower motor speed is increased.
• Use this setting to reduce the time taken to cool the
interior.

• This setting increases the amount of noise from the
blower motor.

Switching the Air Conditioning On
and Off

Press and release the button.

Use air conditioning with recirculated air
to improve cooling performance and
efficiency.
Note:In certain conditions, such as
maximum defrost, the air conditioning
compressor could continue to operate even
though you switch off the air conditioning.

Switching the Climate Control On
and Off

Press and release the button.

Switching Dual Zone Mode On and
Off

E265280
Press and release the button to
switch the temperature control
for the right-hand side of the

vehicle on and off.

You can also switch off dual
zone mode by pressing and
holding the button for more than

two seconds.

Switching Maximum Air
Conditioning On and Off

Press and release the button for
maximum cooling.

The left-hand and right-hand settings set
to LO, recirculated air flows through the
instrument panel air vents, air conditioning
turns on and the blower motor adjusts to
the highest speed.
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Switching Maximum Defrost On
and Off

Press and release the button for
maximum defrosting.

The left-hand and right-hand
temperatures are set to HI, air flows
through the windshield air vents, and the
blower motor adjusts to the highest speed.
Note:Depending on your region, air
conditioning turns on.
You can also use this setting to defog and
clear the windshield of a thin covering of
ice.
Note:To prevent window fogging, you
cannot select recirculated air when
maximum defrost is on.
Note:The heated rear window also turns
on when you select maximum defrost.

Switching Recirculated Air On and
Off

Press and release the button to
switch between outside air and
recirculated air.

The air currently in the passenger
compartment recirculates. This could
reduce the time needed to cool the interior,
when used with A/C, and reduce unwanted
odors from entering your vehicle.
Note:Recirculated air could turn off, or
prevent you from switching on, in all air flow
modes except MAX A/C to reduce the risk
of fogging. Recirculation could also turn on
and off in various air distribution control
combinations during hot weather to improve
cooling efficiency.

Switching the Heated Seats On
and Off (If Equipped)

See Seats (page 150).

Switching the Ventilated Seats On
and Off (If Equipped)

E268558
See Seats (page 150).

HINTS ON CONTROLLING THE
INTERIOR CLIMATE -
VEHICLES WITH: AUTOMATIC
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
General Hints
Note:Prolonged use of recirculated air may
cause the windows to fog up.
Note:You may feel a small amount of air
from the footwell air vents regardless of the
air distribution setting.
Note:To reduce humidity build-up inside
your vehicle, do not drive with the system
switched off or with recirculated air always
switched on.
Note:Do not place objects under the front
seats as this may interfere with the airflow
to the rear seats.
Note:Remove any snow, ice or leaves from
the air intake area at the base of the
windshield.
Note:To improve the time to reach a
comfortable temperature in hot weather,
drive with the windows open until you feel
cold air through the air vents.

Automatic Climate Control
Note:Adjusting the settings when your
vehicle interior is extremely hot or cold is
not necessary. Automatic mode is best
recommended to maintain set temperature.
Note:The system adjusts to heat or cool
the interior to the temperature you select
as quickly as possible.
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Note:For the system to function efficiently,
the instrument panel and side air vents
should be fully open.
Note:If you select AUTO during cold
outside temperatures, the system directs
air flow to the windshield and side window
air vents. In addition, the blower motor may
run at a slower speed until the engine warms
up.
Note:If you select AUTO during hot
temperatures and the inside of the vehicle
is hot, the system uses recirculated air to
maximize interior cooling. Blower motor
speed may also reduce until the air cools.

Quickly Heating the Interior
1. Press and release AUTO.
2.Adjust the temperature function to the
setting you prefer.

Recommended Settings for
Heating
1. Press and release AUTO.
2.Adjust the temperature function to the
setting you prefer. Use 72°F (22°C) as
a starting point, then adjust the setting
as necessary.

Quickly Cooling the Interior
1. Press and release MAX A/C.

Recommended Settings for
Cooling
1. Press and release AUTO.
2.Adjust the temperature function to the
setting you prefer. Use 72°F (22°C) as
a starting point, then adjust the setting
as necessary.

Defogging the Side Windows in
Cold Weather
1. Press and release defrost or maximum
defrost.

2.Adjust the temperature control to the
setting you prefer. Use 72°F (22°C) as
a starting point, then adjust the setting
as necessary.

HINTS ON CONTROLLING THE
INTERIOR CLIMATE -
VEHICLES WITH: MANUAL
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
General Hints
Note:Prolonged use of recirculated air may
cause the windows to fog up.
Note:You may feel a small amount of air
from the footwell air vents regardless of the
air distribution setting.
Note:To reduce humidity build-up inside
your vehicle, do not drive with the system
switched off or with recirculated air always
switched on.
Note:Do not place objects under the front
seats as this may interfere with the airflow
to the rear seats.
Note:Remove any snow, ice or leaves from
the air intake area at the base of the
windshield.
Note:To improve the time to reach a
comfortable temperature in hot weather,
drive with the windows open until you feel
cold air through the air vents.

Quickly Heating the Interior
1. Adjust the blower motor speed to the
highest speed setting.

2.Adjust the temperature control to the
highest setting.

3.Direct air to the footwell air vents.
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Recommended Settings for
Heating
1. Adjust the blower motor speed to the
center setting.

2.Adjust the temperature control to the
midway point of the hot settings.

3.Direct air to the footwell air vents.

Quickly Cooling the Interior
1. Select MAX A/C.
2.Drive with the windows open for a short
period of time.

Recommended Settings for
Cooling
1. Adjust the blower motor speed to the
center setting.

2.Adjust the temperature control to the
midway point of the cold settings.

3.Direct air to the instrument panel air
vents.

Vehicle Stationary for Extended
Periods During Extreme High
Ambient Temperatures
1. Apply the parking brake.
2.Place your vehicle in park (P) or
neutral.

3.Select MAX A/C.
4.Adjust the blower motor speed to the
lowest speed setting.

Defogging the Side Windows in
Cold Weather
1. Direct air to the instrument panel and
windshield air vents.

2.Press and release A/C.
3.Adjust the temperature control to the
setting you prefer.

4.Adjust the blower motor speed to the
highest setting.

5.Direct air toward the side windows.
6.Close the instrument panel air vents.

REAR PASSENGER CLIMATE
CONTROLS - VEHICLES WITH:
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

E293083
Note:Depending on your vehicle option
package, the controls may look different
from what you see here.

Directing Air to the Overhead Air
Vents

E244097 Press and release the button todirect airflow to the overhead air
vents.

Directing Air to the Rear Footwell
Air Vents

Press and release the button to
direct airflow to rear footwell air
vents.

Rear Climate Control Lock
Indicator

When illuminated, you can only
operate the rear passenger
settings through the front

controls.
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Setting the Rear Blower Motor
Speed

E265389
Turn the control to adjust the volume of
air circulated in the rear passenger
compartment.

Setting the Rear Temperature

E265862
Turn the control to set the temperature in
the rear passenger compartment.

Switching Rear Auto Mode On and
Off

Press and release the button to
switch on rear automatic
operation, then set the

temperature.

Switching the Rear Climate
Control On and Off

Press and release the button.

Switching the Rear Heated Seats
On and Off

REAR PASSENGER CLIMATE
CONTROLS - VEHICLES WITH:
MANUAL TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

Note:Depending on your vehicle option
package, the controls may look different
from what you see here.

Directing Air to the Overhead Air
Vents

E244097 Press and release the button todirect airflow to the overhead air
vents.
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Directing Air to the Rear Footwell
Air Vents

Press and release the button to
direct airflow to rear footwell air
vents.

Rear Climate Control Lock
Indicator

When illuminated, you can only
operate the rear passenger
settings through the front

controls.

Setting the Rear Blower Motor
Speed

E265389
Turn the control to adjust the volume of
air circulated in the rear passenger
compartment.

Setting the Rear Temperature

E265862
Turn the control to set the temperature in
the rear passenger compartment.

Switching the Rear Climate
Control On and Off

Press and release the button.

Switching the Rear Heated Seats
On and Off (If Equipped)

See Climate Controlled Seats
(page 163).

HEATED WINDSHIELD (IF
EQUIPPED)

Windshield Wiper De-Icer
The windshield wiper de-icer turns on in
low temperatures.
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HEATED REAR WINDOW
Press the button to clear the rear
window of thin ice and fog.  The
heated rear window turns off

after a short period of time.
Note:Make sure the engine is on before
operating the heated windows.
Note:Do not use harsh chemicals, razor
blades or other sharp objects to clean or
remove decals from the inside of the heated
rear window. The vehicle warranty may not
cover damage to the heated rear window
grid lines.

HEATED EXTERIOR MIRRORS
When you switch the heated rear window
on, the heated exterior mirrors turn on.
Note:Do not remove ice from the mirrors
with a scraper or adjust the mirror glass
when it is frozen in place.
Note:Do not clean the mirror housing or
glass with harsh abrasives, fuel or other
petroleum-based cleaning products. The
vehicle warranty may not cover damage
caused to the mirror housing or glass.

CABIN AIR FILTER
Your vehicle is equipped with a cabin air
filter, which gives you and your passengers
the following benefits:
• It improves your driving comfort by
reducing particle concentration.

• It improves the interior compartment
cleanliness.

• It protects the climate control
components from particle deposits.

You can locate the cabin air filter behind
the glove box.

Note:Make sure you have a cabin air filter
installed at all times. This prevents foreign
objects from entering the system. Running
the system without a filter in place could
result in degradation or damage to the
system.
Replace the filter at regular intervals. See
Scheduled Maintenance (page 475).
For additional cabin air filter information,
or to replace the filter, see an authorized
dealer.

REMOTE START (IF EQUIPPED)

You can switch this feature on or off and
adjust the settings using the information
display controls. See Information
Displays (page 114).
The climate control system adjusts the
interior temperature during remote start.
You cannot adjust the climate control
setting during remote start operation.
Switch the ignition on to make
adjustments.
Based on your remote start settings, the
following vehicle-dependent features may
or may not remain on after remote starting
your vehicle:
• Climate controlled seats.
• Heated steering wheel.
• Heated mirrors.
• Heated rear window.
• Windshield wiper de-icer.
Note:For dual zone climate controlled
seats, the passenger seat setting defaults
to match the driver seat during remote start.

Automatic Settings
If Auto is on, the system sets the interior
temperature to 72°F (22°C) and heats or
cools the vehicle interior as required to
achieve comfort.
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Note:In cold weather, the heated rear
window and heated mirrors turn on.

Last Settings
If Last Settings is on, the system uses the
settings last selected before you turned
off the vehicle.

Heated and Cooled Features
In Auto mode, certain heated features may
switch on during cold weather, and cooled
features during hot weather.
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